
 
 

                  

Thinking of You 
1. Fold & burnish one of the Gray cards from kit. 

2. With one of the Basic Gray pieces, run through the machine twice with the Splatters folder (it’s not big enough to 

cover the entire card front), place Dimensionals on back and adhere to the front of the Base. 

3. Stamp the ‘note’ from kit into smaller bottle using Fresh Freesia ink, set aside. 

4. Cut the water from one of your kit pieces (in Fresh Freesia) to 2 ½” x 2 7/8”, with the blank spot where one of the 

Coral cut outs came from, lay over the ‘water’ and using a Dauber go over the negative space, do this a few 

times across the bottom. Layer onto the bottom of your small Basic White piece. 

5. Cut down the sky from inside the kit to 1 7/8” x 2 7/8”, layer this over the ‘water’ on your white piece. 

6. Stamp small strip with hole from kit with the sentiment using Fresh Freesia ink. 

7. Take some of the Linen Thread from kit and make a loop that will go over the neck of the bottle and thread the 

two ends into the hole on sentiment strip in step #6 as shown, tie knot in ends. 

8. Place Dimensionals on back of bottle being sure to capture the Linen Thread so it won’t come off, layer onto 

card, then place adhesive onto back of sentiment and adhere as shown. 

9. Take one of the Birds from kit and place at top of front as shown. 

10. Stamp the Star Fish along the bottom of the inside white piece using Bermuda Bay ink, also stamp the 

sentiment. Layer onto Basic Gray and adhere inside card. 

 

                                                                                                                
                                                                 

Supplies 

Stamps: Paper Pumpkin July 2022 – 

Sending Good Thoughts 

Inks: Bermuda Bay (included), Fresh 

Freesia 

Paper: Basic White 3” x 4 ½”, 3 ¾” x 5” 

Bermuda Bay 4 ¼” x 5 ½”, 4” X 5 ¼” 

Basic Gray 4” x 5 ¼” (x2) 

Embellishments: Linen Thread from kit 

Tools: Dauber, Stripes & Splatters 3D folder 


